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Abstract

Online continual learning aims to get closer to a live
learning experience by learning directly on a stream of data
with temporally shifting distribution and by storing a min-
imum amount of data from that stream. In this empirical
evaluation, we evaluate various methods from the litera-
ture that tackle online continual learning. More specifi-
cally, we focus on the class-incremental setting in the con-
text of image classification, where the learner must learn
new classes incrementally from a stream of data. We
compare these methods on the Split-CIFAR100 and Split-
TinyImagenet benchmarks, and measure their average ac-
curacy, forgetting, stability, and quality of the representa-
tions, to evaluate various aspects of the algorithm at the
end but also during the whole training period. We find
that most methods suffer from stability and underfitting is-
sues. However, the learned representations are compara-
ble to i.i.d. training under the same computational budget.
No clear winner emerges from the results and basic expe-
rience replay, when properly tuned and implemented, is a

very strong baseline. We release our modular and extensi-
ble codebase at https://github.com/AlbinSou/
ocl_survey based on the avalanche framework to re-
produce our results and encourage future research.

1. Introduction
In recent years, we have witnessed a surge of interest and

progress in deep continual learning methodologies. These

methods are able to learn continually from a stream of non-

stationary data, thereby relaxing the principal assumption

of having access to independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d.) samples, often made in statistical learning [21]. In

classic (or batch) continual learning, the common assump-

tion is that the data stream is composed of distinct, explicitly

defined tasks or domains, and that the method can detect the

task boundaries or easily switch between domains. How-

ever, in many real-world scenarios, the data stream may not

have clear task boundaries or domain labels, and the method

may need to quickly adapt to changes in the data distribu-

tion [3, 23]. Moreover, these methods have access to a batch
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of data at each task, normally in the form of a dataset, pro-

viding them with a locally i.i.d. access to the data.

Online Continual Learning (OCL) [30] is a more chal-

lenging and realistic setting of continual learning, where

similar to online learning [35], the method learns from each
arriving data point in the stream. OCL methods update the
model with a high frequency, often without access to task

labels or boundaries, and with a limited computational and

memory budget. Due to the non-stationary nature of the

stream, OCL methods need to balance stability and plas-

ticity. Furthermore, since the model is used for inference

at each time step (anytime inference), the learning algo-

rithm must not suffer from stability issues at any point of

the learning process.

State-of-the-art OCL methods use a rehearsal buffer to

mitigate forgetting [10]. Several improvements of basic ex-

perience replay have been proposed to improve the sam-

pling from the buffer [2, 25], the loss function [6, 5, 33],

weights update [9] or the classification layer [33]. A com-

mon limitation of these works, and even recent empirical

surveys [32] is that they focus only on forgetting and final

accuracy. However, OCL methods have several other objec-

tives that should be measured with appropriate metrics.

To encourage progress in Online Continual Learning, in

this paper, we provide a comprehensive empirical evalu-
ation of OCL methods. We exploit recent proposals that

provide better metrics to measure forgetting [41], continual

stability [26], and quality of the representations [14, 6, 23].

The experimental results on these metrics highlight the

strength and limitations of state-of-the-art methods in OCL.

In this work, we contribute to the body of literature in

this area as follows:

• We formally define Online Continual Learning (Sec-

tion 2) and a comprehensive set of metrics (Section

4) to measure the performance across different dimen-

sions: accuracy, forgetting, continual stability, and

quality of the latent representations.

• We conduct a comprehensive empirical evaluation on

Class-Incremental scenarios on two main benchmarks

(Split-CIFAR100 and Split-TinyImagenet) evaluating 9

different approaches against 5 metrics. The main find-

ings can be found in the “recommendations box” at the

top of this page.

• We release all the code to reproduce our results, com-

pare and easily prototype new OCL strategies. The

code has been developed within the Deep Continual

Learning Avalanche library for maximum flexibility

and reproducibility.

2. Online Continual Learning
In Online Continual Learning (OCL), a model learns

from a stream of non-stationary experiences of data. In

a classification problem, at each timestep t a mini-batch

(xt, yt) ∼ pt(x, y) is available, where pt is the underlying

distribution of data and may change over time. The function

f : Rn → R
c is the prediction function and maps inputs to

the unnormalized class probabilities (logits). An OCL al-

gorithm is a function A : (xt, yt), ft−1,Mt−1 → ft,Mt,

where ft is the model at time t and Mt = {(xi, yi)} is a re-

play buffer, i.e., a small set of samples from the past stream

stored for rehearsal.

Unlike Offline Continual Learning, OCL is a challenging

setting where only a few new samples are available at each

step, which can be stored in a very limited amount. The

following are some properties that characterize OCL setups:

Online. At each timestep only a small mini-batch (xt, yt)
is available (10 in our experiments).

Task Labels. In a task-aware setting, the models know

that samples belong to a set of known tasks and a task la-

bel is available to associate each sample to its own task.

We assume a task-agnostic setting where task labels are not

available.

Task Boundaries. Even in the absence of task labels,

many continual learning methods assume knowledge about

task boundaries, expecting to know when the data distribu-

tion switches to a new task. In a boundary-agnostic setting,

this information is not available1. In this paper, we test both

boundary-agnostic and boundary-aware methods.

Anytime Inference. In most OCL applications, models

should be able to train but also to perform inference on-

line, after every training step [23]. As a result, methods that

require expensive finetuning steps before inference such as

GDumb [38] are not considered OCL methods in this paper.

3. Methods
Similar to Offline Continual Learning, in OCL, most

state-of-the-art results are obtained by rehearsal-based

methods. Because of this, most approaches use rehearsal,

which is the main reason we focus on them for our empir-

ical study. Rehearsal-based methods keep a separate mem-

ory M of fixed size to store past samples, updated after

each mini-batch. Most rehearsal-based approaches, and all

the chosen methods, follow the pseudocode shown in Fig-

ure 1. In the following paragraphs, we will describe in detail

each line, explaining some methods-specific additions and

the main reason for selecting each approach.

1This is commonly referred to as task-free, and it is a common assump-

tion in OCL. We propose the term boundary-agnostic to highlight that task

labels and boundaries are two different kinds of knowledge about the prop-

erties of the stream
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MAJOR FINDINGS OF OUR PERFORMANCE EVALUATION ON ONLINE CONTINUAL LEARNING

• Good stability does not necessarily transfer to

higher accuracy (See Table 2, Figure 3 and Sec-

tion 6 Stability).

• There is no best-performing OCL method across

all metrics or memory sizes (See Table 2).

• OCL methods suffer from under-fitting in the

common experimental setup (See Figure 3 and

Section 6 Forgetting).

• Well properly tuned ER is a very competitive base-

line obtaining better results than most existing meth-

ods (See memory batch size discussion 6 and Section

5 Implementation).

• The quality of the representation is very close to the

one learned on the i.i.d stream, indicating that learning

a good classifier is one of main problems. (See Section

6 Representation quality).

Figure 1: Pseudocode of replay-based OCL methods. Each method can be obtained from basic experience replay (ER) by

modifying one of its fundamental components: sampling, loss, classifier, weight update.

Name Elements Year Boundary
AGEM [9] Modified Update 2018

ER [10] - 2019

ER + LwF [28] Distillation Loss 2019

ER-ACE [6] Modified Cross-Entropy Loss 2021

MIR [2] Modified sampling 2019

SCR [33] Contrastive Loss, NMC 2021

RAR [25] Adversarial Augmentations 2022

DER++ [5] Distillation Loss 2020

GDumb [38] Offline finetuning on the buffer 2020

Table 1: Summary of methods tried in the survey along with

their particularities (release year, access to task boundaries).

Sampling. Usually, each new mini-batch is reused for

multiple training passes, each time sampling a different

mini-batch from the memory and applying stochastic aug-

mentations to both old and new data. This is justified by the

theoretical analysis in [44]. MIR [2] finds the maximally

interfered samples, i.e., those that maximally decrease their

loss after an SGD step on the new data, and select those for

rehearsal. Instead, RAR [25] generates new samples using

targeted adversarial attacks that are designed to be in close

proximity to the decision boundary of the classifier.

Loss. Most methods use a supervised loss on both new

and memory data, such as the cross-entropy. ER-ACE [6]

use different loss on new and old data due to the different

nature of the two samples. DER++ [5] uses logits distil-

lation, storing the logits together with the raw data in the

memory. While the objective is a knowledge distillation

loss, the teacher used to compute the logits depend on the

time when the sample was stored. SCR [33] uses a con-

trastive loss. In CL settings with large batches, it was shown

that contrastive losses suffer less from forgetting than super-

vised ones [13, 31, 19]. However, many contrastive losses

require large batch sizes, big and diverse datasets, and more

time to converge, which may not be possible in an online

setting. Notice that distillation often requires task bound-
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aries to know when to update the teacher.

Classifier. Most methods use a linear classifier trained

by backpropagation. Another popular choice is the NCM

(Nearest-Class-Mean) classifier, which computes a proto-

type for each class and uses the distance between prototypes

to classify at inference time. For example, SCR uses an

NCM classifier. Usually, the NCM classifier is only used

during inference, while a separate linear classifier is trained

via backpropagation during training.

Model update. Most methods use end-to-end backprop-

agation using both the new and the memory samples. In-

stead, A-GEM [9] uses the gradient from the memory to

impose constraints on the update of the model, exploiting

the fact that interference can be measured using the cosine

similarity between gradients of different tasks.

Baseline methods. GDumb updates the memory via

class-balanced reservoir sampling [11] and, before each in-

ference step, retrains the entire model using only the mem-

ory data. GDumb is not an effective online method because

it cannot do anytime inference due to the high cost of re-

training at each step. However, it is a useful baseline that is

surprisingly effective.

4. Metrics
To evaluate the performance of each strategy, we use

a comprehensive set of metrics recently introduced in the

OCL literature. We have taken special care to include met-

rics to measure stability and knowledge accumulation. Fol-

lowing [26], we perform continual evaluation after every

timestep t from the stream (after training on each mini-

batch). In addition, we also evaluate the performance at

task boundaries. We indicate the accuracy of a model f at

training iteration t on evaluation task Ei with A(Ei, ft), we

denote k the current training task index.

Stability. The Worst-Case Accuracy (WC-ACC) [26] pro-

vides a trade-off between the accuracy on iteration t and the

average minimum accuracy over all tasks learned before the

current task Tk. Formally:

WC-ACCt =
1

k
A(Ek, ft) +

(
1− 1

k

)
min-ACCTk

. (1)

The metric min-ACC is defined in [26] with respect to the

last task Tk and can be computed as:

min-ACCTk
=

1

k − 1

k−1∑
i=1

min
|Tk|<n≤t

A(Ei, fn), (2)

where |Tk| represents the last training iteration for task Tk.

Average Anytime Accuracy. The Average Anytime Ac-
curacy [6] (AAA), sometimes called Area Under the Curve

accuracy [23] (AAUC), is a generalization of the average in-

cremental accuracy [39] to the continual evaluation setting,

and is defined as:

AAAt =
1

t

t∑
j=1

1

k

k∑
i=1

A(Ei, fj), (3)

Average Accuracy/Forgetting. Similarly to most of the

works in CL, we report the Average Accuracy and the Av-
erage Forgetting as defined by [30]. The Average Accuracy

is computed on k tasks from a model at step t by AA =
1
k

∑k
i=1 A(Ei, f

t). Similarly, the Average Forgetting is

computed by AF = 1
k

∑k
i=1 A(Ei, f

|Ti|)−A(Ei, f
t).

Cumulative Accuracy/Forgetting. When applied to

class-incremental learning, as done in this paper, the above-

described Average Forgetting metric measures both the for-

getting and the drop in performance because of the increas-

ingly difficult classification task. Soutif et al. [41] propose

a forgetting measure tailored to class-incremental learning

called cumulative forgetting. The Cumulative Accuracy for

a model f t is computed on the concatenation of all eval-

uation tasks seen up to task k (Ek
Σ), and only considering

logits up to the classes seen in task k (Ck
Σ). It can be com-

puted as

btk =
1

|Ek
Σ|

∑
x,y∈Ek

Σ

1y(argmax
c∈Ck

Σ

f t(x)c), (4)

where 1y(ŷ) is the indicator function that is 1 if y =
ŷ and 0 otherwise. We then compute the Average Cu-
mulative Forgetting [41] across all tasks, which is sim-

ply computed from the Cumulative Accuracy as F t
Σ =

1
t−1

∑t−1
k=1 maxi=1,...,t bik − btk.

Representation quality. In this setup, the model back-

bone is frozen and a linear classifier is trained on top of it

using all the training data seen so far (linear probing) [14],

we then report the accuracy obtained with this classifier

(Probed Accuracy). This metric allows us to evaluate the

quality of the representations computed with the incremen-

tally learned backbone. This metric is computed only at task

boundaries.

5. Experimental setup
Benchmarks. We present results on two continual learn-

ing classification benchmarks. Split-Cifar100 is created

from the Cifar-100 dataset [24], that contains 50 000 train-

ing images and 10 000 test images of size 32x32, equally di-

vided into 100 classes that are refined from 20 super-classes.
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Split-TinyImagenet [1] is a reduced version of the Ima-

genet dataset [16], containing 100 000 training images re-

sized to 64x64 and splitted in 200 classes. We split these

datasets into 20 tasks using a random class order (task com-

position change for each random seed).

Model and training details. In all the experiments, we

use a slim version of Resnet18 as done in previous works

[30]. We use the SGD optimizer without momentum nor

weight decay. We tune the learning rate for each method

using hyperparameter selection protocol defined later in

this section. Since all of the compared methods make use

of a replay buffer, we choose to follow a common proto-

col for learning that consists in performing several training

passes on the same batch of data, using a different batch

of memory. This protocol has been used in several works

[2, 44, 22]. We choose to always apply input transforma-

tions since they have been proven to drastically reduce the

overfitting on the buffer samples and to be efficient in com-

bination with several iterations per incoming batch [44]. We

use a batch size of 10 for the current data for both bench-

marks. Each training batch is then constituted of 10 images

from current data and 10 images from the replay buffer, ex-

cept for SCR which needs to sample a bigger batch from

memory (of size 118). The number of training passes on

each mini-batch is kept fixed for all methods (not tuned),

and set to 3 on Split-Cifar100 and 9 on Split-TinyImagenet.

On both of the benchmarks we use random cropping and

random horizontal flip as input transformation, except for

SCR which uses more advanced transformations. In the

main results, we use a fixed memory size of 2000 on Split-

Cifar100 and 4000 on Split-TinyImagenet. Additionally, we

present results for more extreme amounts of memory (low

and high) on Split-Cifar100 in Figure 3.

Hyperparameter selection. In order to make sure every

method tried performs at its best, we use a hyperparameter

selection mechanism. The constraints of the online setting

usually do not allow for efficient hyperparameter selection.

In [32], the first few tasks of the training stream are used as

validation tasks, which is borrowed from the protocol de-

fined in [9]. We also follow this protocol, using the first 4

tasks (out of 20), to optimize the hyperparameters by look-

ing at the accuracy on the validation set. Contrary to what

is done in [9], we do not allow the learner to learn offline

on these 4 tasks, but rather put the learner in the setting of

online learning. We use the tree-structured Parzen estima-

tor algorithm [4] to guide the search of hyperparameters, by

running 200 trials for each method. In the Appendix (See

Section. ??) we provide the list of tuned parameters for

each method as well as the ranges used and the best values

found.

Evaluation. As done in [6, 23], and studied more in depth

in [15]. We perform continual evaluation, meaning we eval-

uate the model on held-out validation data (5% of the whole

stream) after learning on each new mini-batch. On top of

this, we also perform a more classical evaluation on the test

stream after training on each task.

Methods. We report results for all methods presented in

Section 3. On top of that, we add an i.i.d. reference method,

which uses the same methodology as the one of ER but

learns on an i.i.d. stream instead of a class-incremental one.

Implementation. All methods were implemented using

the Avalanche framework [8], an open source continual

learning framework that provides the tools to implement

new strategies and benchmarks in continual learning. While

some methods were already present, we adapted some of

the existing methods and added some new methods to the

framework to conduct this study. The implementation of

each method is modular, which allows reuse of common

components (e.g., reservoir buffers) and highlights the sim-

ilarities and differences between methods. Despite our ef-

forts to make the comparison as fair as possible, there are

some implementation choices that made it difficult to recon-

cile all methods. We list them in the Appendix and discuss

their potential impact on the results.

6. Results
Final Average Accuracy. On Split-Cifar100, we found

that the final performance of all compared methods is very

similar to the one of vanilla replay (ER) (See Table 2).

Except for the performance of AGEM, most methods per-

formed quite competitively in the OCL setting (only around

5% away from the i.i.d. reference method), the best one

being the introduced baseline combining ER and LwF, but

only by a tiny margin. On Split-TinyImagenet, the results

are similarly close (See Table 2), with the exception of ER-

ACE performing better on that benchmark, and RAR and

SCR underperforming.

Stability (WC-Acc and AAA). On Split-Cifar100, in

terms of stability, the results vary much more between each

method, and the final performance is not necessarily corre-

lated with the stability of the method. For instance, the final

accuracy for MIR is 1% above the final accuracy for SCR,

however, SCR has about 9% better WC-Acc than MIR. In

Figure 3, we illustrate the difference in stability between

SCR and ER on Split-Cifar100 with 2000 memory. In this

figure, the accuracy on the previous task drops significantly

when shifting tasks in the case of ER, indicating low sta-

bility, this is not the case for SCR. In general, we observe

that the AAA is moderately correlated to the WC-Acc, even
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Method Split-Cifar100 (20 Tasks) Split-TinyImagenet (20 Tasks)
Acc ↑ AAAval ↑ WC-Accval ↑ Probed Acc ↑ Acc ↑ AAAval ↑ WC-Accval ↑ Probed Acc ↑

i.i.d 35.3± 1.5 - - 45.8± 0.6 26.5± 0.6 - - 34.3± 0.5

GDumb 18.5± 0.5 - - - 13.1± 0.4 - - -

AGEM 3.1± 0.2 10.4± 0.6 2.9± 0.3 18.7± 0.8 2.6± 0.2 7.3± 0.5 2.6± 0.2 23.3± 0.6

ER 28.2± 1.2 36.6± 2.0 12.5± 0.6 44.9± 0.9 21.2± 0.6 33.9± 1.7 15.2± 0.5 35.6± 0.6

ER + LwF 30.4± 0.8 39.2± 2.0 15.3± 0.9 44.4± 0.8 22.7± 1.1 34.4± 2.4 17.0 ± 0.7 33.8± 0.9

MIR 29.4± 1.9 33.1± 3.2 11.6± 1.6 43.4± 0.7 21.3± 0.8 31.0± 1.8 15.2± 0.5 33.0± 0.4

ER-ACE 29.9± 0.6 38.5± 1.8 14.9± 0.9 42.4± 0.6 23.6± 0.7 35.0± 1.5 16.8± 0.7 34.2± 0.3

DER++ 29.3± 0.9 37.5± 2.5 13.4± 0.7 44.0± 0.8 22.9± 0.5 34.2± 4.0 16.3± 0.3 31.5± 0.9

RAR 28.2± 1.4 38.2± 1.6 14.9± 0.7 42.3± 0.9 15.7± 0.9 27.8± 2.8 10.1± 0.9 29.8± 0.9

SCR 28.3± 0.8 42.1± 2.1 20.3± 0.4 37.0± 0.3 16.9± 0.4 30.7± 1.5 12.3± 0.5 22.5± 0.4

Table 2: Last step results on Split-Cifar100 (20 Tasks) with 2000 memory (Left) and for Split-TinyImagenet (20 Tasks) with

4000 memory (Right). For each metric, we report the average and standard deviation over 5 seeds

though they are not strongly linked in theory (it is possible

to have low WC-Acc and high AAA).

Representation quality. Surprisingly, we find that the

probed accuracy for most methods is close to the one of

the i.i.d. reference method (45.8% on Split-Cifar100 and

34.3% on Split-Tinyimagenet). This suggests that the rep-

resentation learned by methods on the continual stream is

not much worse than the one learned on the i.i.d. stream.

Therefore, the significant performance difference (in Acc)

between incremental learning methods and the i.i.d. refer-

ence is most likely caused by a deterioration of the incre-

mentally learned classifier. In the Appendix, we provide

results with 500 and 8000 memory on Split-Cifar100. Even

when using 500 memory, we observe a similar conclusion,

with the gap to probing augmenting only a bit (from 1%
to 2%), showing that only a low amount of memory (5 per

class in that case) is efficient to get a decent representation

strength. In general, we find that the probed accuracy is not

strongly linked with the stability metrics. In Table 2, we see

that ER has in both cases the best Probed Accuracy, while

it has lower than average stability metrics compared to the

other methods.

Forgetting. In Figure 3, we display both the classical for-

getting and the cumulative forgetting defined in Section 4

[41]. We see that while the classical forgetting indicates

a high amount of forgetting that is increasing across the

stream, the cumulative forgetting gives a different picture,

indicating that for all methods, some backward transfer is

achieved, and this remains quite constant across all tasks.

Two curves exhibit slightly distinct behavior, namely the

ones of SCR and MIR. These distinctive behaviors can also

be observed in Figure 2. In the case of MIR, the aver-

age accuracy is initially low, and later increases to match

the one of ER-ACE, resulting in high backward transfer.

Whereas for SCR, the accuracy is initially high, but later

meets the one of other methods, resulting in neutral forget-

ting (no forgetting, but no backward transfer). Classical for-

getting however is not very relevant in the class-incremental

learning setting because it increases consequently to an in-

crease in the difficulty of the task (more and more classes

to consider in the classification problem), which makes it

hard to interpret, as such, we advise against its use in class-

incremental learning (online or not online). In definitive,

these forgetting numbers indicate that there is some back-

ward transfer happening, we believe this is mainly due to

the fact that the network is underfitted in online learning,

due to the low number of training iterations, making it easy

to gain additional performance on a task when training on

subsequent tasks.

Effect of the memory batch size. As explained in Sec-

tion 5, the memory batch size is set to the same as the cur-

rent batch size in our experiments, except for SCR, which

requires a higher one. We believe that this difference ex-

plains the good performance of SCR in the early training

regime (see Figure 2) and in the high memory size setting.

We perform additional experiments (See Table ??) where

we use the same memory batch size for ER as the one of

SCR. On Split-Cifar100 with 8000 memory, changing the

memory batch size from 10 to 118 is sufficient to make

ER match the performance of SCR (jumping from 34.9%
to 43.0% final accuracy). This confirms our belief that this

parameter is important to take into account when interpret-

ing results.

Effect of the memory size. In Figure 3, we report the fi-

nal performance of ER, the i.i.d. reference method, and the

GDumb baseline when using more extreme (low and high)
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memory amounts on Split-Cifar100. When high amounts

of memory are used, the GDumb baseline can surpass the

performance of the continual learning methods if no spe-

cial care is given to the memory batch size. This one needs

to be adapted in order to obtain the best performances with

continual learning methods.

7. Related Work
Existing surveys. Surveys on continual learning have fo-

cused on different aspects. Parisi et al. [37] provide a sur-

vey on lifelong learning and draw parallels with how bio-

logical systems prevent catastrophic forgetting. The survey

of Lesort et al. [27] studies continual learning focusing on

robotics applications. More recent surveys have focused on

popular settings for continual learning. De Lange et al. [15]

studies task-incremental learning, and Masana et al. [34]

investigates class-incremental learning. More similar to the

proposed work in this paper, is the work of Mai et al. [32]

who propose an empirical evaluation of several online con-

tinual learning methods. However, other than them, our pa-

per aims to compare a variety of competitive replay meth-

ods that each use different approaches to tackle the setting

of online continual learning (as described in Figure 1). On

top of that, we evaluate and compare the performance of

each method from different points of view, analyzing both

the final performance but also the stability (by evaluating on

the validation set after each mini-batch). We also evaluate

the learned representation by probing the features with the

full dataset at the end of the training, as in [14].

Existing Libraries. This survey contributes to the imple-

mentation of multiple methods in the Avalanche Library

[8]. Avalanche is an end-to-end library based on Pytorch

with the goal of providing a codebase for fast prototyping,

training, and reproducible evaluation of continual learning

algorithms. Besides this, other libraries have been imple-

mented with different objectives and qualities. SequeL [17]

is a new library that focuses on developing methods not only

in PyTorch, but also in JAX. It provides a simple interface

for running experiments in both. However, the newness of

the library and the need to implement the methods in both

languages make it difficult to use. On the other hand, Se-

quoia [36] is a library that attempts to unite as many contin-

ual learning settings as possible under a common tree. The

root is the most difficult problem to learn, and the leaves

and branches are different settings. Lastly, Continuum [18]

is a library that focuses mostly on the benchmark aspects

of continual learning and provides tools to easily split the

datasets and iterate on the resulting tasks.

Additional methods. In addition to the methods imple-

mented, there are other methods proposed in recent years.

In Online Bias Correction [12], the authors explain how ex-

perience replay biases the model output towards recent ob-

servations. With this, they propose a way to modify the clas-

sifier output and mitigate the bias. Following the same idea

of reducing the bias, Guo et al. [20] propose OCM based on

mutual information maximization. Here, the authors deal

with the bias reduction caused by cross entropy and they

encourage the preservation of previous knowledge. Another

approach that relies on a buffer is Proxy-based Contrastive

Replay [29]. Here, the authors propose a way to comple-

ment a buffer loss and a contrastive loss. Using a Visual

Transformer in conjunction with a focal contrastive learning

strategy, Wang et al. [42] suggest mitigating the stability-

plasticity dilemma.

8. Conclusions

In this study, we examined the performance of various

Online Continual Learning (OCL) methods, focusing on

performance, stability, representation quality, and forget-

ting. Our analysis revealed intriguing insights. Firstly, we

found that stability does not always translate to higher accu-

racy, challenging the notion that a stable model guarantees

superior performance in the OCL setting. Additionally, we

observed that the quality of the representation learned by

continual learning methods does not differ strongly from the

one obtained by learning on the i.i.d. stream, indicating that

the main challenge faced by continual learning methods is

to learn a good classifier. We also found that methods were

prone to underfitting in the OCL setting, challenging the

common assumption that continual learning methods suf-

fer from forgetting; we here claim that they keep improving

their performance on previous tasks as they learn on subse-

quent tasks. In general, we found all compared methods to

perform very similarly to the common Experience Replay

(ER) method. We also investigate some small implementa-

tion differences and conclude that sometimes small details

in implementations can make a method shine using the ex-

isting metrics, but that it is often possible to obtain these

same results by slightly modifying the baseline ER hyperpa-

rameters or implementation details, highlighting the neces-

sity to implement these methods in a unified framework like

avalanche so that they can be more fairly compared. Finally,

we found that no single OCL method proved to be univer-

sally superior across all metrics or memory sizes, highlight-

ing the absence of a one-fits-all solution. Considering these

findings, we identify several promising research directions

for online continual learning.

We advocate for stronger connections between normal

i.i.d. online learning and online continual learning, given

their similar representation strengths. As the ER strategy

is already common to both settings and proven competitive,
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Figure 2: Validation stream accuracy for each of the methods, compared to the one of the i.i.d. reference method, on Split-

Cifar100 (20 tasks), using a fixed memory of 2000 exemplars. The accuracy is reported after training on each mini-batch, we

display mean and standard deviation across 5 seeds.

Figure 3: Left: Forgetting (full lines), and Cumulative Forgetting (dotted lines) on Split-Cifar100 with 2000 memory;

Middle: Illustration of the difference in stability between ER and SCR on Split-Cifar100 (20 tasks), using 2000 memory. We

place ourselves at the task shift between task 4 and 5 and display the accuracy on previous task data (dotted lines) as well as

the accuracy on current task data (full lines).; Right: Final performance of ER, i.i.d. reference method, and GDumb baseline

for 3 different memory sizes on Split-Cifar100

emphasis should be put on tuning its hyperparameters dur-

ing training, as already attempted in [43] and [7]. Proper

hyperparameter tuning in online continual learning remains

an open challenge. Additionally, we encourage further ex-

ploration of linking stability metrics to training efficiency,

as we found that poor stability does not necessarily impact

final representation strength. If no direct link exists, enforc-

ing good stability during training may not be essential, and

ad-hoc methods [40] could be sufficient to achieve desired

stability.
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